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CURRENT SITUATION OF THE STUDIED PROBLEM

Remote sensing methods have developed over tens of years with rapidly increasing technical matu-
rity. From the beginning the surrounding world was perceived by simple methods by direct human
interaction with nature. From the short-range fields (temperature, acoustic) that were observed, in-
vestigated and potential trickiness were explained the observations were focused on more and more
remote objects from earth atmosphere over the closest space object Moon to planets and stars. Since
the direct sensing of these object is very difficult or impossible, only by measuring of long-range
fields these remote objects can be effectively examined.

One of the first attempts of remote sensing did Gaspard-Félix Tournachon. Tournachon made
first pictures of Earth (Paris) from a balloon. From the year 1858, when the pictures of Paris were
created, mankind achieved such technical precocity as is the Plank probe launched in 2009 by the
European Space Agency [1]. The probe is equipped with state of the art radiometers scanning the
temperature of the universe in three frequency bands from 30 GHz to 70 GHz [24].

For the remote sensing the most convenient means, the electromagnetic field, is mainly used.
Sensing of wide frequency spectrum allows to observe the object from various points of view – in
terms of sensing of their various states and process by one quantity.

Currently a new types of radiometers are developed and allow us to integrate it to more complex
measurement systems. Together with the miniaturization of radiometric systems thanks to MEMS
devices and system-on-chip technologies the radiometry becomes a new perspective of remote sensing
for satellite, airborne or ground-based scanning.

In this thesis new methodologies of remote sensing will be described. Since the instrumentation for
remote sensing is accessible and well developed there are opportunities to propose new methodologies
of measuring and dataminig that are crucial in current state of research.

The main aim of this doctoral thesis is to propose new methodologies of remote sensing. The thesis
is focused on currently used radiometric methodologies in remote sensing of the terrestrial atmosphere
and fire detection and localization. The thesis is organized as follows. After the introduction the sec-
ond chapter dealing with theoretical background of remote sensing is introduced. At first, principles
and fundamentals laws are explained. Currently used radiometers’ concepts are also presented. In
the third chapter the state of the art in remote sensing is discussed. At first general methodologies
of ground-based atmosphere sensing are mentioned. Measuring of atmospheric profiles follows. In re-
lation with atmospheric profiles the precipitation detection and prediction is discussed. The second
part of the third chapter is focused on methods of fire detection. In the fourth chapter the thesis
objectives are proposed and defined. The main thesis focus consists of two parts, the first part deals
with the new methodology of atmosphere dynamic effects (rain, clouds) sensing and is described in
chapter . Next, the chapter describes methodology of fire remote detection and it’s properties from
the microwave point of view.

Rainfall is the key part of hydrological cycle and is under research very long time. Precipitation
(especially rainfalls) are accompanied with the heat release which drives significant part of hydro-
logical cycle – the circulation of the atmosphere and water. In this thesis mainly the precipitation
above a solid land will be examined.

Ground Based Sensing of Atmosphere

The (passive) atmosphere sensing is mainly performed in visible part of spectrum, infrared and in
radio-frequency band. Visible and infrared wave radiated from clouds upwards is often reflected
and emitted by top cloud layers and it is insufficiently correlated to the micro-physical structure of
clouds bellow the top layer. This is the reason why the visible/infrared information cannot be used
satisfactory for rain detection and prediction. Clouds are related with rainfalls mainly in convective
systems.
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Precipitation Sensing

Having the atmosphere model and profiles the precipitation sensing and prediction can be investi-
gated. In 1999 J. Gueldner performed sensing of water vapor by ground-based radiometer over period
of 1 year. Gueldner proposed findings from measuring of precipitable water vapor (PWV) and cloud
liquid water (CLW) [10]. The data were measured in central Europe.

A pure state of the art precipitation detection and prediction by a microwave ground-based
radiometer was performed by H. Y. Won [28]. For the estimation of rainfall occurrence and intensity
a ground based microwave radiometer was used. Ordinary upper-air observation provided by a radio-
probe 2 times a day cannot satisfactory substitute local on-line monitoring recording short-time
precipitations. By statistical evaluation of measured brightness temperature Gueldner measured
increase of PWV and CLW in the time interval of 30 minutes before the rain started. Gueldner has
measured the brightness temperature at two channels, 23.8 GHz and 31.4 GHz respectively.

In the Gueldner’s work Won continues with his precipitation prediction by a ground-based ra-
diometer [28]. Won has used microwave radiometer that measures 8 water vapor channels in the
K-band and 14 oxygen channels in the V-band.

Predictability of precipitation events can be proved by using 15-minute moving data accumula-
tion. If in the 15-minute interval a statistically significant rainfall is detected, it is considered as the
rain event. Two datasets are used of the analysis – rain record data set (RR) and no-rain record
(NR) dataset. When an event occur and another one occur within 2 hour period after the first one,
it is regarded as the same event.

Typical results of Won’s method are depicted in Fig. 1. In figures averaged differences of brightness
temperature in period of 2 h before the rain starts can be seen. The difference of RR and NR graphs
is obvious.

Figure 1: Time averaged brightness temperature differences in 2-hour period before the rain event.
RR datasets measured at water vapor frequency channels are used [28].

Methods of Remote Sensing in Case of Fires

As well as the atmosphere can be explored in order to detect and predict undesirable atmospheric
effects, fires can be sensed by measuring of thermal radiation too. Every year thousands of square
kilometers are burned out because of forest fires causing huge damages on environment and human
health. A various fires can be distinguished: fires in buildings, open space fires, fires of dangerous
chemical etc. In order to detect fire many way exists where radiometry is one of the interesting
tool for this purpose. Currently used fire detectors, from remote sensing point of view, are based on
satellite infrared sensors. The problem of infrared sensors is in possible miss of the fire hidden under
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a vegetation or other coverage. Since microwaves can penetrate the vegetation layer, which is opaque
for visible or IR radiation, radiometers can be successfully used.

Fires Detection

Radiometers for the purpose of fire detection are well designed by the group of F. Alimenti. Alimenti
has designed several radiometers for various purposes [11], [2], [3], [23] and the ability to detect a fire
was proved. The ability of fire detection was performed by measuring of the open wood fire. For this
purpose the microwave radiometer was developed. The working frequency was 12.65 GHz with the
bandwidth of 100 MHz. A low-cost radiometer was used to measure thermal radiation in accordance
with the European standard EN54. The standard is used to certify optical and temperature fire
detectors. In the Fig. 2 the course of experiment is depicted.

Figure 2: Measured brightness temperature of a wood fire. Experimental procedure performed to
prove ability of fire detection in accordance with EN54 standard. The signal dropouts are caused by
the radiometer calibration [2].

The brightness temperature increase was from 0.2 dB to 1.5 dB for various solid fuels used in the
experiment. No dependency of the used frequency in the range of chosen band was observed. Also
the brightness temperature differences are more important than the absolute value of temperature
so the calibration of the radiometer is not essential in this application.
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AIMS OF THE DOCTORAL THESIS

The doctoral thesis is focused on new techniques and methods of microwave radiometric remote
sensing. Since there are a lot of atmospheric and environmental effects that can decrease reliability
of newly planned wireless links or sensors (either microwave or optical) and following recent advances
in radiometer technology (e.g. miniaturized MEMS based radiometers which allow to construct small
and cheap radiometric devices), new algorithms for undesirable effects detection and prediction have
to be proposed.

I The work will be primary focused on derivation of methodologies for prediction and detection of
dynamic atmospheric changes relating to rains. In order to get statistically significant amount of
measured data a measuring campaign will be accomplished – a 10GHz radiometer was deployed
on the roof of FEE in CTU campus. Specific atmospheric effects, e.g. cloudiness and precipita-
tion, will be analyzed based on up to 18 months data samples of brightness temperatures and
new dependencies of brightness temperature will be published. A methodology to predict and
detect rain events and clouds will be proposed and verified.

II Each summer thousands of square kilometers of forests are burned out with huge impact on
both environment and economy. Precise detection and localization of fires is a contemporary well
demanded service in order to secure human lives and assets. In order to improve the detection and
localization of fires, microwave radiometers can be used for the ground scanning. In comparison
of radiometer with IR camera the microwave instrumentation brings the advantage to sense
even through obstacles or smoke. In the second aim of the thesis the detectability of a particular
fire types by aerial microwave radiometer is investigated with respect to specific parameters
like the fire size, temperature and especially radiometer sensitivity. There are several paper
published about the fire sensing topic but mainly focused on hardware development and not on
methodologies of measurement approaches and data processing. Several measurements will be
performed in order to study the fire from radiometric point of view and a new methodology will
be described.

WORKING METHODS: Atmosphere Sensing

Measurement Site

In order to validate brightness temperature changes and to obtain better statistical insight, an ex-
perimental study was set up in the university campus of the Faculty of Electrical Engineering, Czech
Technical University in Prague (CTU), Czech Republic. The experimental measuring system consists
of a ground based radiometric station and a set of weather sensors located at two meteorological
stations.

The microwave radiometer based on the Dicke switch design [19] was utilized for long-term
monitoring of brightness temperature. Using the band at frequencies lower than 37 GHz leads to
measurements of the brightness temperature that respond more to rain or cloud liquid emissions.
The lower working frequency range of 10.95 - 12.75 GHz (satellite band) was chosen to measure the
thermal deviation for two main reasons - we wanted to avoid the strong absorption line of water
vapor in the atmosphere at 22 GHz, which would cause partial biasing of measurement results,
and secondly because of the availability of technology for satellite receivers. When using band with
frequencies higher than 37 GHz, brightness temperature mainly responds to cloud ice scattering [17].
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Figure 3: Schematic view on the measurement site.

The vertically pointed radiometer was deployed on the roof of the CTU building, 36 m above the
ground level, therefore it was well isolated with respect to the brightness temperature contribution
in a given antenna (receiving) radiation pattern of received noise signal from adjacent buildings.
The radiometer exterior and internal deployments are shown in Fig. 3 and ?? - the parabolic antenna
of the radiometer points towards a tilted planar mirror. As a receiving antenna the parabolic reflector
antenna with the diameter of 64 cm was used.

This arrangement was chosen in order to avoid antenna aperture aggradations by any impurities
that could affect signal measuring. The metal mirror was also smeared with a hydrophobic film
of silicon oil in order to trickle water drops away. The chosen arrangement allows a pure vertical
distribution of the ice and liquid content of clouds to be obtained and analyzed.

Table 1: Radiometric system parameters.

Parameter Value

Radiometer bandwidth 1.7 GHz
Integration time 0.5 ms
Radiometer sensitivity 1.4 K
Antenna beamwidth (-3 dB) 4.4 deg
Sidelobe suppression >20 dB
Switching frequency 1 kHz
Measuring data averaging interval
(all cycles in this period are averaged)

3 s

GPS location 50.10339, 14.392749

Data from two (primary and backup) meteorological stations WS981, made by the Anemo Cor-
poration, Czech Republic [21], have been used for further analysis. Each station collects the tempe-
rature and humidity, as well as atmospheric pressure (barometer TMAG 518N4F with range 800 -
1200 hPa), precipitations (heated tipping-bucket rain gauge with a collecting area of 500 cm2, and
the rain amount per one tip of 0.1 mm), and the speed and direction of the wind (anemometer AN
955C). The primary meteorological station is located at same place as the radiometer, i.e. 36 m
above ground level. Measurement data are collected in 1 minute intervals, therefore to harmonize
the sampling of meteorological and radiometer data, the 3 second intervals of radiometer data were
averaged over 1 minute. Only measurements of temperature and precipitation were used for direct
processing.
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RESULTS: Atmosphere Sensing

Method for Precipitation Prediction

In this section, the relation between measured brightness temperature and weather conditions will
be discussed.

Measured data were analyzed over the period of 14 months, from March 2010 to April 2011.
During this period 314 clearly defined atmospheric states were observed. These states can be detected
or predicted by a microwave radiometer with the use of the proper statistical tools. To achieve the
best results the method with variance enumeration was proposed.

The main aim of the paper is to introduce the detection of dynamic atmospheric events that are
connected with certain atmospheric states. Initially, the utilization of a microwave radiometer as a
precipitation detector and especially for precipitation prediction was investigated.

A simple approach using a steady threshold to predict rain events [6] was dismissed at the
beginning of analysis because it had led to a higher number of ”False alarms”. In Fig. 4 a typical
situation is depicted on the set of precipitation and brightness temperature data. In this simple
(generally used) steady threshold method of cloud or rain event detection, a particular threshold is
first carefully determined. When the brightness temperature exceeds the threshold limit, an event is
predicted (Hit indication). The main problem arises with the threshold determination. When a low
threshold is chosen to achieve extremely sensitive forecasting (i.e. for radiometer measurements in
time intervals shorter than 1 minute), a number of ”False alarm” signals are usually generated. By
establishing a higher threshold we can on the one hand rapidly reduce the number of false alarms,
but on the other hand, as it was confirmed by our analyses, this causes more ”Misses” and, what is
more, it inconveniently shortens the forecasting period before events. In other words, in many cases it
results in the degradation of forecasting information. An example of false alarm signals observed on
24th May 2010 before 12.00 (note: all measurement records are related to UTC) can be distinguished
in Fig. 4. In this case, the threshold was set to a value of 80 K of brightness temperature.

Figure 4: Example of simple threshold method utilization for the prediction of rain events; data from
24th of May 2010.

Since the success rate of the method analyzed above had not proved satisfactory, a more reliable
detecting method based on observations that the rapid increase of brightness temperature precedes
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rain events was proposed. The new method inheres in brightness temperature variances calculated
over a particular time window within the measuring period. By parametric study, a 5 minute window
of variance calculation was found to be the most effective. A shorter window results in higher variances
even for non-significant events e.g. an artificial ripple in the brightness temperature, while with a
longer window the forecasting information degrades or is lost. The same situation as in Fig. 4 is newly
demonstrated in Fig. 5, where the threshold was applied to the curve obtained by moving-averaged
variances. It can clearly be seen that false alarm signals were suppressed, and only real rain events
could be detected in advance without a significant number of false signals.

Figure 5: Example of undesirable signals suppression and rain prediction by using the method pro-
posed in this contribution; data from 24th May 2010.

The probability of the successful utilization (hit rate) of the proposed method applied to the
whole data set (314 events were considered) is summarized in Tab. 2. The whole range of tempe-
rature variations thresholds was scanned and the optimum of 10 K was determined as the value
corresponding to the highest and the most stable hit rate over the evaluated period.

Table 2: Hit rate of precipitation forecasting by the proposed method.

Threshold

Event Forecast
Yes No

Event Observation Event Observation
Yes No Yes

8 K 75,4 % 11,7 % 12,9 %
9 K 75,1 % 11,4 % 13,6 %
10 K 74,4 % 7,7 % 17,9 %
11 K 70,1 % 7,5 % 22,4 %
12 K 59,5 % 7,3 % 33,2 %

To determine the average forecasting time before rain detection at ground level (note this can
be for short intervals more precisely expressed as a detection time), a cross-correlation function was
used. Every pattern of events was correlated to the function processed for forecasting (variation,
averaging) and the correlation was calculated for different time shifts. The maximum of the cross-
correlation product and corresponding forecasting time was derived (see Fig. 6). The average time of
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the event forecast before the start of precipitation is 1.8 minutes. Since the variance is calculated over
a moving time window of measured data, the result of averaging is delayed to brightness temperature
changes. Note that the real peaks of brightness temperature can be observed quite some time before
the start of rain (approximately 5 – 10 minutes). The forecasting time of 1.8 minutes represents
a compromise value and corresponds to an acceptable number of Hits and False alarms. There is
also a certain degree of freedom, and therefore it is possible to choose between a relatively improved
forecasting time, but at the cost of a higher number of False alarms or Missed events. The forecasting
time is shortened because of the averaging.

Figure 6: Averaged cross-correlation products of all rain events.

Method for Cloud Detection

Next the cloudiness detection method will be described. After eliminating the influence of rain,
brightness temperature measured by the microwave radiometer and meteorological data was further
analyzed. Despite a high randomness rate in the meteorological data, some particularly interesting
relationships were observed. At first, the brightness temperature varied from 47 K up to 65 K, even
during periods of clear skies. The amplitude of the measured brightness temperature was dependent
on sunshine, i.e. in the daytime. Almost all the higher brightness temperatures with more rapid
brightness temperature changes were related to specific types of cloudiness [18] (for cloudiness types
see [27]). These issues were also partially described by Long in [13].

For cloudiness detection, a similar technique was used as for precipitation prediction. This method
exploits the instability of brightness temperature when a cloud moves through the observed volume.
Again, the variance of the brightness temperature was calculated within a 5minute time window over
the entire period.

A typical behavior pattern for brightness temperature is depicted in Fig. 7, where the clouds
presence in the monitored volume of atmosphere from 7.00 to 18.00 caused higher variations of the
brightness temperature.
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Figure 7: Typical variations of the brightness temperature during clouds presence in the monitored
volume of atmosphere on 5th April 2010.

Variations of brightness temperature are depicted as a function of ambient temperature in Fig. 8
(156 events were captured). The incidence of low temperature can be observed. From the measure-
ments it was found that when the ambient temperature is above 0 ◦C, the variation of brightness
temperature due to the cloud presence is higher - in the range from 0.2 to 4 K. It should be em-
phasized that when the ambient temperature is below 0 ◦C, the variation ranges from 0 to 0.5
K. The temperature at ground level (measured by the weather station) is highly correlated to the
temperature in the monitored volume of atmosphere above (obtained from the radiometer). Since
the radiometer is thermally stabilized, possible slow and minor temperature deviations cannot sig-
nificantly affect the measurements. To ensure correct interpretation of the results, the influence of
temperature (below/above 0) is considered and the results are described for both temperature ranges.
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Figure 8: Brightness temperature variations when clouds passed through the vertical volume moni-
tored by the radiometer.

In Fig. 9, variation of brightness temperature is shown in a situation without clouds in the
monitored volume of atmosphere – 158 events were captured during the cloudless period. The contrast
with the cloudy case (Fig. 8) is obvious. The variation does not exceed the value of 0.25 K during
the cloudless period. Variations, based on measurements when clouds were in the observed volume,
can be clearly separated from the state when no clouds were present in the observed volume, and
hence a method to detect cloudiness based on the calculation of variations can be proposed.

Figure 9: Brightness temperature variations when no clouds were present in the monitored volume
of atmosphere.
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The threshold of brightness temperature variations for the determination of cloud presence was
parametrically determined as 0.23 K. Using this value as a decision-making parameter, the following
results listed in Tab. 3 for temperatures higher than 0 ◦C were obtained from an analysis of 14
months of measurement data (314 captured events). The hit rate of estimates is substantially higher
than the hit rate of estimates calculated for ambient temperature below 0 ◦C, when the method
cannot be properly applied. In such cases the hit rate was only 31.43 %.

Table 3: Hit rate of cloudiness forecasting when the temperature was higher than 0 ◦C.

Event forecast
Yes No

Event Observation
Yes 80.5 % 4.8 %
No 14.7 %

Conclusion

In the chapter the atmospheric model is described. Many atmospheric dynamical effects were cap-
tured and the relation of brightness temperature swell that occurs just before a rain was found out.
Based on this brightness temperature swell a new methodology of fire detection was proposed and
published. The methodology exploits the signal variance as a statistical parameter which steeply
grows in advance of a rain event. Similar approach is used for cloud detection and is described
further in section .

WORKING METHODS: Fire Sensing Methodology

Principles of remote sensing of the atmosphere and ground are very well described. The fire-endangered
environment is scanned by several means using different frequency bands. The basic observation in
the visible light spectrum (450-750 nm) is the most inherent for human beings but has some com-
plications. Just the visible part of fire can be seen and in most cases direct flames can be seen and
detected. Such observation can be useless in case of obstacles that covers the area of interest or
when the fire is in the smoldering phase and has no apparent fire signs. The last argument can be
eliminated by using the thermal scanning (1400nm) but still there is a problem with obstacles. Since
the microwave radiation can pass natural obstacles it is the reasonable choice to use microwave band
as a next means for scanning.

Theoretical Introduction and Analysis of Fire Sensing

Since the fire remote sensing is necessarily the down-looking application several effects must be taken
into account. The ground surface is not an ideal environment in terms of microwaves propagation.
There is a lot of obstacles and inhomogeneities. The possible fire that should be detected can be
easily overlooked just in the tangle of vegetation, sand, wet and dry soil, etc. Also, the emissivity
of the sensed surface must be taken into account. The sky reflection has a minor influence on the
measurement but cannot be neglected. The derivation is well described in [22].

A general scenario of a spot sensing is depicted in Fig. 10. In this case no fire is present in the
sensed spot.
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Figure 10: General remote sensing deployment focused on a ground target

The antenna is placed in a particular height h. In this case the sensed temperature consists of two
parts - of the soil radiation and from the reflected sky radiation. The part of brightness temperature
that comes from soil is weighted by the soil emissivity. Likewise, the downward radiation is weighted
by the ground reflectivity.

TA = Tses + (1 − es)TSKY (1)

Where the Ts stand for the soil thermodynamical temperature, es is the emissivity of the soil
and the right part of the formula part represents downward radiation TSKY weighted by the soil
reflectivity (1−es). The downward radiation consists of the atmospheric emissions and of the cosmic
radiation background which is reduced by the atmospheric opacity.

TSKY = TDN + TBGDe
−τ∞ (2)

Soil Emissivity

For early simulations the emissivity described in [16] was used. The emissivity for soil with low
vegetation and X band frequency is in the range from 0.92 to 0.95.

First experimental measurement was done in order to obtain the soil emissivity. For this purpose
the thermodynamical temperature of soil was measured as well as the brightness temperature of
sensed spot and sky brightness temperature. In order to obtain the soil emissivity the formula (3)
that comes from formula (??) can be used in following expression.

esoil =
TA − TSKY
Tsoil − TSKY

(3)

During the experiment the radiometer antenna was pointed to the sky under the same elevation
angle that was then used for fire sensing but in the upward direction. This measured brightness
temperature is the TSKY parameter. Then the antenna was turned to the fire spot (without the fire
yet) and the brightness was recorded again. The calculated emissivity is depicted in Fig. 11 during
the period of several minutes.
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Figure 11: Soil emissivity measurement with marked standard deviation.

The experiment was done during cloudy day when the whole sky was covered by consistent
altostratus cloud. The brightness temperature measured when pointing to the sky was in the range
of 53 K to 55 K, soil thermodynamical temperature was in the range of 20 to 21 ◦C (293 – 294 K).
Brightness temperature recorded by the radiometer was in the range of 273 to 277 K.

Filling Factor

For the radiometric measurement in relation with sensing of a bounded spot the filling factor quantity
is generally used. It is a representative parameter of spatial resolution of the radiometric system.
Usually the filling factor is considered as a fraction of the area covered by the fire which is viewed
by a radiometer. By using the filling factor the problem with sensing of same fire spot from various
distances and under various angles is solved.

Generally the filling factor definition is understood as the power received from a bounded source
in relation of the source at the same brightness temperature but filling the whole antenna radiation
pattern [9], [8], [20].

Formally the filling factor can be calculated by

q =
G0

4π

x

ΩF

Pn(ϑ, ϕ)dΩ (4)

where G0 stands for the antenna gain in the direction of maximum radiation, Pn is the normalized
radiation pattern and ΩF means the spatial angle in which the fire spot is visible by the antenna.

For most cases the simple expression of filling factor can be used

q =
Afire
Aant

(5)

where Afire stands for the are of fire and the Aant is the antenna radiation pattern footprint
restricted by the half-power beam-width.

Fire Emissivity

In order to supplement general knowledge about the fire sensing, the fire emissivity can be found.
When using approach by [14] the radiometric contrast of a fire spot and bare soil can be defined as
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ρT = τvegτatm[efireTfire − esoilTsoil − (efire − esoil)evegTveg]q (6)

where τveg is the transmissivity of vegetation that can cover the fire spot, τatm is the transmissivity
of atmosphere, efire, esoil, eveg stands for the fire emissivity, soil and vegetation respectively. Tfire,
Tsoil and Tveg are the thermodynamical temperatures of corresponding objects.

Considering that no vegetation was over the fire spot and transmissivity of atmosphere of 1 the
relation 6 can be simplified as

ρT = (efireTfire − esoilTsoil)q (7)

and the fire emissivity can be expressed as

efire =

ρT
q

+ esoilTsoil

Tfire
(8)

Since the soil emissivity can be measured as well as the soil and fire temperature the fire emissivity
is an accessible number. In chapters – this relation is used for emissivity calculation. Also all
scenarios were numerically simulated in MATLAB where the thermodynamical temperature of all
objects, known emissivities and environmental parameters were taken into account. The simulation
result is mentioned in following chapters as well.

RESULTS: Fire Sensing Methodology

Fire Detectability

In the chapter the detectability of a fire by a microwave radiometer is investigated. Simulations
of several scenarios and together with outdoor measurement were performed in order to confirm
detectability of the fire of specific temperature distributions and dimensions. Various scenarios for
fire sensing were numerically modeled and simulated. Real parameters of antenna radiation pattern
and radiometer sensitivity were taken into account. The concept of fire detectability verification was
tested on real measurement data and then applied in a large scale on analyses of scaled airborne
sensing of an environment. The results clearly indicate the possibilities and limits of detection with
currently available radiometers.

The brightness temperature was calculated in simulations’ stage by

TA =
1

ΩA

{

4π

F (Θ, ϕ)TB(Θ, ϕ)dΩ (9)

where TA is the antenna detected noise temperature, F represents the antenna radiation pattern
and TB stands for the brightness temperature at given azimuth Θ and elevation ϕ angles.

In the following chapters several types of fires were measured in order to obtain the emissivity of
various burning matter.

Airborne Sensing

When the wild fires are monitored it is usually done by a remote sensing, mainly in IR range
and experimentally in a microwave band. In both cases the airborne sensing is often used. For the
start a feasibility study of fire detectability by airborne sensing was done. The whole scenario was
numerically simulated then downscaled to dimensions that are possible to measure in the natural en-
vironment by the available measuring system, it was measured and the model was verified. The down
scaled scenario is described in next sections.
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(a) General schematic view.
(b) fire and ground temperature pattern (fire pattern is depicted
in reduced scale)

Figure 12: Scenarios schemes

Various scenarios have been analyzed. The typical scanning scene is depicted in the Fig. 12a .
Let us assume the ground being sensed by an airborne radiometer at 300 m above ground level (h),
with incident angle (Ψ) up to 45◦ in the forward direction of the track. In that case, the ground area
scanned by antenna beam has elliptical pattern. For analyses we assumed the ground plane area
500 m × 2400 m (width × length) with resolution 0.5 m/pixel. The analyzed fire was located from
small scales up to 2/3 of the ground plane length.

Numerical analysis of above mentioned scenario was performed in order to define the basic task
of airborne sensing. Results from the analysis are shown in Fig. 13 .

The brightness temperature in the simulation was calculated by equation 9.
Several fire types were analyzed. Results in this thesis are based on simulation of the fire TF1

standardized in EN54, Part 9 [15].
Fire in the first smoldering stage having the temperature in the range 220 to 290 ◦C was assumed

[26]. In this analysis 3 radiometers were considered: i) state-of-the-art radiometer [3], ii) commercially
available radiometer [12], and iii) radiometer from our laboratory [4]. Main results of the analysis
represent the fire dimensions that are still detectable with the mentioned instruments.

The results from analysis – the limits in microwave radiometer detection of fire – is shown in
Table 4. Three values of radiometer sensitivity were used to verify detectability of the fire. The first
one is for case of the state of the art radiometer with sensitivity 0.1 K [[3]], the second one for the
commercially available radiometer [9] having sensitivity of 0.7 K and the third one representing the
Dicke-type radiometer available in our laboratory with sensitivity of 1.2 K [4].

Table 4: Detectable fires sizes with respect to radiometer sensitivity.

Event forecast
Dimensions of
fire (m × m)

Temperature
of fire (◦C)

Brightness
temperature
contrast (K)

State-of-art
radiometer

Commercial
radiometer

Radiometer
at CTU lab

4.5 × 4.5 220-290 0.11 YES NO NO
10 × 10 220-290 0.72 YES YES NO
13 × 13 220-290 1.23 YES YES YES
4 × 4 300-350 0.13 YES NO NO

9.5 × 9.5 300-350 0.71 YES YES NO
11 × 1 300-350 1.35 YES YES YES

In the Fig. 13 is the example of sensed brightness temperature contrast that is detectable by
above mentioned radiometers.
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Figure 13: Three fires with different size at the temperature in the range of 220 - 290 ◦C.

The influence of the fire area brightness temperature distribution was considered as well as various
ground plane temperature distribution. Derived results can help hardware designers of radiometric
instruments to design a receiver for the purpose of fire sensing with properly set sensitivity with
respect to other radiometer potentially adjustable parameters (integration time).

Simulation of the above described scenario was done at first, and then it was verified by the
measurement.

Gasoline Fire

Next fire was the gasoline fire. It was used 100 cc of gasoline to be absorbed into a cotton fabric.
Size of the fabric was 50 × 50 cm. By the fabric it is preserved the fire size, shape and homogeneous
gasoline distribution in the sensed area. Time of the whole measurement was approximately 11
minutes. In Figure 14 the course of the burning is depicted in series of 4 pictures.

Figure 14: Burning of the gasoline fire in 4-picture time series. Fire size 50 × 50 cm.

In Figure 15 the measured brightness temperature in a time series is depicted. The ignition
occurred in 7th minute and the whole combustion took approximately 2 minutes.
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Figure 15: Gasoline fire microwave signature. Fire size 50 × 50 cm.

From the know parameters the fire place emissivity, the filling factor and other parameters can
be calculated. List of measured and calculated values is in Table 5.

Table 5: Gasoline fire measured parameters.

Parameter Value

Tant,soil 276.1 K
Tant,fire 280.2 K
Tsoil 294 K
Tfire ∼1220 K

Tcontrast 4.1 K
efire,sim 0.247
esoil 0.92

efire,meas 0.248
q 13.9 %

Where Tant,fire is the averaged maximum brightness temperature measured during the burning
process, efire,sim stands for the fire emissivity that was numerically simulated and efire,meas means
the fire emissivity that was calculated from measurement by 8.

Flood Trash Fire

For the measurement the flood trash fire was chosen. It was used 1kg of the flood trash that consists
of dry grass, wood, dust and wooden bark. Size of the fire was 50 × 50 cm. The material was evenly
spread over the spot. Time of the whole measurement was approximately 13 minutes but the burning
itself took approximately 5 minutes.

In Figure 16 the measured brightness temperature in a time series is depicted. The ignition
occurred in 5th minute. Since the flood trash was still wet just the smoldering stage of the fire
occurred.
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Figure 16: Flood trash fire microwave signature. Size 50 × 50 cm.

The signal drop that occurred after 10th minute was caused by removing the rest of smoldering
material with a metal tools.

From the know parameters the fire place emissivity, the filling factor and other parameters can
be calculated. List of measured and calculated values is in Table 6.

Table 6: Flood trash fire measured parameters.

Parameter Value

Tant,soil 277 K
Tant,fire 280.4 K
Tsoil 294 K
Tfire ∼1150 K

Tcontrast 3.4 K
efire,sim 0.256
esoil 0.93

efire,meas 0.257
q 13.9 %

Wood Fire

The ignition of wood fire occurred in 6th minute – the first signal drop is apparent and it is caused
by a worker who started the fire. Next, the fire was twice checked – the drop in 8th minute and 10th
minute, caused again by a worker.
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Figure 17: Wood fire microwave signature. Fire size 50 × 50 cm.

From the know parameters fire place emissivity, the filling factor and other parameters can be
calculated. List of measured and calculated values is in Table 7.

Table 7: Wood fire measured parameters.

Parameter Value

Tant,soil 277.1 K
Tant,fire 281.1 K
Tsoil 294 K
Tfire ∼1200 K

Tcontrast 4 K
efire,sim 0.252
esoil 0.93

efire,meas 0.257
q 13.9 %

Straw Fire

In order to measure a well burning material with rapid ignition the straw fire were recorded. Those
fires were measured also with bigger fire spot in order to measure with various filling factor.

Since the straw burns very rapidly a clear brightness temperature signature was recorded. Ma-
ximum brightness temperature was 290.1 K (averaging several top values). Ignition started at 5th
minute and the whole burning took approximately 3 minutes.
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Figure 18: Straw fire microwave signature. Fire size 50 × 50 cm.

All measured values and parameters of the first straw fire are listed in Table 8.

Table 8: Straw fire measured parameters. Fire size 50 × 50 cm.

Parameter Value

Tant,soil 277.2 K
Tant,fire 290.1 K
Tsoil 294 K
Tfire ∼1420 K

Tcontrast 12.9 K
efire,sim 0.254
esoil 0.93

efire,meas 0.250
q 13.9 %

Fire Size and Temperature Influence

For the remote sensing of fire the influence of the fire size on the detectability is necessary to
find out as well as the fire temperature influence. The methodology of fire sensing is based on the
different radiometric contrast caused by various fire temperature, size, emissivity of the places that
are supposed to be sensed. In the following simulations and measurement both was investigated.

The same radiometric system as is described in chapter was used but the deployment of the
radiometer and measured spot was different.

For comparison purposes, an additional 2D-thermal fire sensing and scanning of surrounding
temperature distribution was done by the FLIR i7 infrared camera [7].

A general scenario of simulations and measurement by the radiometer is depicted in Fig. 19. Such
setup introduces typically used deployment for airborne sensing [25] so it is a good approximation of
the up-scaled scenario. During the outdoor measurement the radiometer was placed in the height of
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Figure 19: Fire measurement deployment.

5.3 meters. The incident angle (Ψ) was 62◦. Antenna was pointed to the center of fire area. The filling
factor [22] in this case was about 15 %.

The same situation was numerically analyzed and the analogical numerical model was designed
having resolution of 1 cm. The whole scenario was discretized and contribution of each cell to the
total brightness temperature was taken into account. Every cell had a specific temperature and the
antenna radiation pattern was involved in the simulation as well.

Fire size varied from the square area of 0.3 m × 0.3 m to 0.7 m × 0.7 m. Fire temperature varied
in the range of 500 ◦C to approx. 1200 ◦C (due to the lower dynamic range of IR camera the upper
temperature range was approximated).

Before the start of the first outdoor fire measurement, the brightness temperature background
was sensed. The measured ground area had temperature distribution in the range of 5 to 15 ◦C.
The soil was dry after a sunny day covered with grass. Figure 20 depicts sample of time series of
measured and simulated data of brightness temperatures. The conditions of measurement were very
steady, the brightness temperature of the background was stable more then 30 minutes.

For the first scenario a constant fire size was assumed and various temperatures were considered.
The fire area had approximately square shape covering the size of 50 × 50 cm. The fire activated
from glowing wooden sticks reached highs up to 2 m high having bright flames with the temperature
approx. up to 1200 ◦C [15]. Fire development in time as caught by 4 IR shot sequences in 7 minutes
is depicted in Figure 21 .
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Figure 20: Measured background brightness temperature.

Figure 21: Fire development captured by the thermo-camera, temperature range is estimated up to
approx. 1200 ◦C.

Recorded brightness temperature with dependence on fire temperature is in Figure 22.
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Figure 22: Measured brightness temperature as a dependency on fire temperature.

The fire temperature was activated by a compressed air and checked by the IR camera. Unfor-
tunately, the low dynamical range of the available camera couldn’t provide accurate values of the
temperature so in later stages the temperature was estimated.

Second measurement was performed to capture brightness temperature as a dependency on fire
size. The fire had a square shape varying from the size 0.3 m × 0.3 m to 0.7 m × 0.7 m. Temperature
of the fire constant and was in the range of 500 to 600 ◦C. For this measurement only glowing
charcoals were used in order to easily manipulate with the hot material. Measured values are shown
in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Measured brightness temperature as a function of fire size (x-axis describes length of edge
of the square fire area).

In this case the resolution of numerical model was set to 10 cm per pixel (the smallest fire pixel
size was assumed to be 10 × 10 cm). In the first approach, the model of fire had set constant
temperature 550 ◦C (for distances and deployment see section the picture of deployment above).
Results of analysis in terms of the dependency of fire size on brightness temperature contrast are
described in Table 9.

Table 9: Dependency of demanded radiometer sensitivity on the fire size to be detected.

Fire temperature (◦C) Fire dimensions (cm) Brightness temperature contrast (K)

550 10 × 10 0.17
550 20 × 20 0.69
550 50 × 50 4.29
550 100 × 100 16.76

Let us assume the ground without a fire has homogeneous temperature distribution. Once the
lobe of antenna scans the fire area, the brightness temperature swell is recorded. Table 9 then
distinguishes which fire size is detectable by specified brightness temperature contrast. For instance
the brightness temperature contrast of fire having size of 10 × 10 cm is approximately 0.17 K.
So the minimal radiometer sensitivity for detection such fire has to be at least 0.17 K as well.
Next simulated scenario was analyzed to obtain the dependence for possibly measured contrasts of
brightness temperatures under various fire temperatures. In this case the fire was set constant with
size of 50 cm × 50 cm. The corresponding results of analysis are depicted in Table 10.
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Table 10: Dependency of demanded radiometer sensitivity on the fire temperature to be detected.

Fire temperature (◦C) Fire dimensions (cm) Brightness temperature contrast (K)

550 50 × 50 4.29
600 50 × 50 5.06
800 50 × 50 8.21
1000 50 × 50 11.35

E.g. for the size of mentioned fire with a temperature 550 ◦C is the brightness temperature
contrast approximately 4 K. By the methodology of the fire sensing sensitivity with respect to the
fire size it is necessary to involve in measurement a radiometer with the sensitivity of 4 K at least.

Methodology of Fire Sensing

The fire sensing is a complex task and the final measured brightness temperature depends on many
effects which should be taken into account. During an on site measurement environmental parameters
plays a significant role and must be known as well as the technological constraints of used radiometric
system.

In order to sense a possible fire in the field the environmental parameters should be know. As
the first step of the methodology the soil properties is necessary to consider. From the radiometric
remote sensing point of view it is essential to know the soil emissivity or emissivity of any other
natural background. How to measure it is described in chapter . The emissivity can vary from 0.8 to
0.95 and it is different for various vegetation types, sand, soil any other material and also depends
on humidity etc.

Once the soil emissivity is known the limiting fire parameters to be detected must be found. In
chapter a possible scenarios are listed. Fire sizes and its temperature influence on the detectability
by a microwave radiometer are described with the minimal sensitivity which must be used. In Fig.
24 the dependency of fire temperature and its emissivity on the detectable radiometric contrast is
depicted.

Radiometer sensitivity is the next parameter which is crucial for radiometric sensing of any
objects. When this parameter can be chosen (during the instrumentation development) the choice
must be based on the sensitivity study described above and in [5].

Figure 24: Radiometric contrast as a dependence on fire temperature and fire emissivity.

There are several ways for wild fire detection but the airborne sensing is the most convenient
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way in order to cover an extensive area in a short time. The last parameter is necessary to know
and to set: filling factor as is described in chapter . The filling factor has significant influence on
the possibility of fire detection. From Figure 25 the dependency of filling factor of fire with certain
temperature is depicted.

Figure 25: Radiometric contrast as a dependence on fire temperature and the filling factor.

When the radiometric system sensitivity is given and the fire temperature is known or expected
it is possible to calculate the filling factor in order to plan e.g. altitude of the radiometer position.
In following equation

q =
ρT

(efireTfire − esoilTsoil)
(10)

the ρT stands for the demanded brightness temperature or the radiometer sensitivity respectively.

Conclusion

Based on the simulated and measured data the study of microwave radiometer sensitivity was done.
Down-scaled scenario of airborne sensing was simulated and measured. The possibilities of fire sensing
were investigated. Two cases were measured, fire having different scales either of temperature or
being spread on different dimensions. Then, the situation was scaled up and analyzed with the
same algorithm for airborne distances and deployment. The output of the study is dependency of
brightness temperature contrast on various fire sizes and fire temperatures.
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CONCLUSION

The goal of the thesis was to find new methodologies of remote sensing based on microwave radiome-
ter. The dissertation thesis has two fundamental cores. The first one is the new methodology for rain
precipitation and cloud now-casting using a microwave radiometer. All the measurements were done
in the period of four years and a huge amount of data has been recorded. In the datasets a lot of
atmospheric events was recorded and analyzed in order to propose a new methodology how the rain
can be fore-casted. For the forecasting of rain the method of detecting the initial brightness tempe-
rature swell was used. For the cloud detection methodology the brightness temperature variance was
used. Both methodologies are based on measured data, validated by further use of the radiometer
and also published in [4].

The second part of the thesis deals with the detection of fires by the microwave radiometer.
The requirement and methodology to detect the fire is to be able to find enough brightness tem-
perature contrast. The new methodology of fire detection is based on differences of emissivities of
various matters. Since the soil, vegetation, human body and fire has significant difference of mi-
crowave emissivity the new methodology can be based on this parameter. Several measurements
under natural conditions were performed in order to explore the microwave signatures of various fire
types (cellulose, gasoline, straw, trash) and to derive the best possible results. The influence of fire
size and temperature on the radiated and measured power was explored and explained.

The result of the thesis are two new methodologies of remote sensing by the microwave radiometer
which allows to improve current possibilities of rain prediction, cloud detection. New methodology for
fire sensing leads to better protection of human lives and property. The new methodologies open the
way for following research that should be done because the substance of the issues is well understood
but still there is a lot work to do in order the understand deeper the nature of all the natural effects.
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Summary
In this thesis new methodologies of remote sensing from the radiometric point of view will be de-
scribed. The main thesis focus consists of two parts, the first part deals with the new methodology of
atmosphere dynamic effects (rain, clouds) sensing. The methodology is based on evaluation of bright-
ness temperature variance. Next, methodology of fire remote detection and it’s properties from the
microwave point of view is proposed. Fire emissivity, other properties and environmental parameters
are examined and described.

Keywords: radiometry, atmosphere sensing, rain prediction, fire sensing.



Resumé
V teto dizertačńı tezi jsou popsány nové metodiky dálkového pr̊uzkumu z pohledu radiometrie.
Hlavńı práce je složena ze dvou část́ı. Prvńı část popisuje novou metodiku měřeńı atmosférických
dynamických jev̊u (deště, oblačnost). Metodika je založena na vyhodnoceńı rozptylu měřené jasové
teploty. V druhé části je navržena nová metodika dálkové detekce ohně na základě mikrovlnných
vlastnost́ı prostřed́ı a samotného ohně. Všechny tyto parametry a vlastnosti jsou prozkoumány a
popsány.

Keywords: radiometrie, pr̊uzkum atmosféry, předpověd deště, detekce ohně.


